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scale of less than 60 days (22).
Our data for EP96B1 and EP96B2 thus

show that this event plume changed very
slowly after it formed. In many plumes from
the southern JdFR, light attenuation anom-
aly, assumed to be produced mainly by sus-
pended particulate Fe, could be detected
more than 20 km away from the source,
indicating a long residence time for partic-
ulate Fe (35). Using radon as a clock,
Kadko et al. (32) studied the removal rates
of various hydrothermal constituents from
the Endeavour Ridge effluent plume. They
observed no measurable change in Mn con-
centrations with time and were only able to
place a lower limit of t $ 20 days for the
residence time of total Mn (36). Our mea-
surements indicate that light-scattering
anomaly, particulate Fe, and dissolved Mn
decreased by no more than 15% during the
60-day RAFOS experiment, indicating a
residence time t $ 1 year for these three
hydrothermal tracers (33). For Fe, this esti-
mate is similar to what has been found for
steady-state plumes (37).

Future experiments might track an event
plume for a year or more with several
RAFOS floats programmed to surface at
various stages in the plume evolution. Al-
ternatively, floats equipped with acoustic
transponders would allow surface ships to
range on the floats, thereby eliminating the
necessity of having the floats surface to
locate the plume.
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Earthquakes on Dipping Faults:
The Effects of Broken Symmetry

David D. Oglesby, Ralph J. Archuleta,* Stefan B. Nielsen

Dynamic simulations of earthquakes on dipping faults show asymmetric near-source
ground motion caused by the asymmetric geometry of such faults. The ground motion
from a thrust or reverse fault is larger than that of a normal fault by a factor of 2 or more,
given identical initial stress magnitudes. The motion of the hanging wall is larger than that
of the footwall in both thrust (reverse) and normal earthquakes. The asymmetry between
normal and thrust (reverse) faults results from time-dependent normal stress caused by
the interaction of the earthquake-generated stress field with Earth’s free surface. The
asymmetry between hanging wall and footwall results from the asymmetric mass and
geometry on the two sides of the fault.

Historically, much earthquake research in
the United States has focused on large ver-
tical strike-slip faults such as the San An-
dreas Fault in California. However, for

compressive tectonic regimes such as the
Los Angeles area, Japan, and Central and
South America, and in extensional regimes
such as the Mediterranean and the Great
Basin of Nevada, Utah, and Idaho, seismic
hazard lies in nonvertical (dipping) faults
(1). One difference between a vertical and
a nonvertical fault is the breakdown of sym-
metry with respect to the free surface in the
nonvertical case (Fig. 1). Because of this
geometrical asymmetry, the earthquake-
generated stress field must change to match
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the stress boundary at the free surface. This
interaction causes variations in the normal
stress on the fault. The variations in the
normal stress affect the friction and hence
the dynamic rupture of the earthquake. The
net result is that the time-dependent nor-
mal stress produces asymmetric ground mo-
tion in the proximity of the fault.

Analyses of ground motion caused by
recent thrust (reverse) and normal earth-
quakes (2) have tended to reinforce this
view. The 1994 Northridge earthquake
produced systematically higher ground
motion on the hanging wall than on the
footwall (3), and the 1971 San Fernando
earthquake caused systematically greater
damage and soil disturbance on the hang-
ing wall (4). Nason (5) attributed these
effects in the 1971 San Fernando earth-
quake to waves trapped in the hanging
wall. Models of this earthquake (6) re-
quired slip of up to 8 m at shallow depth to
explain the observed strong-motion re-
cordings. Such large slip has also been
seen in Brune’s recent foam-rubber analog
models of thrust faults (7). There is also
evidence that thrust faults produce larger
ground motion than normal faults (8).
Here we provide a dynamic physical ex-
planation of the observations (3–8) to
gain insight into the possible ground mo-
tion from nonvertical dip-slip faults.

Using a two-dimensional finite element
method (9), we simulated the dynamics of
thrust and normal faults. The simulations
include all elastic waves, and unlike most
dynamic earthquake simulations (10), the
models also include the time-dependent
normal stress on the fault that results from
the asymmetric geometry. We simulated
thrust and normal faults with dip angles of
30°, 45°, and 60° (Fig. 1). For any given dip
angle, the initial stresses, friction laws, and
nucleation are the same for the thrust and
normal faulting cases, with the exception of
the sign of the shear stress (11). The fric-
tion law is a time-dependent stress drop, in
which the fault is held together by static
friction until the fault reaches its yield
stress, at which time the frictional stress
drops smoothly to the sliding frictional lev-
el (12). The fault heals when the slip rate
goes to zero. Once the fault is healed, it is
constrained not to slip again regardless of
the stress level.

Time-dependent normal stress and its
explicit inclusion in our friction law causes
the difference in fault and ground motion
between thrust and normal faulting in the
dynamic simulations. This effect can be
illustrated by considering the geometry,
stress definitions, and coordinate system of
Fig. 1 and a point on the fault at the surface
of Earth where the free-surface stress con-
ditions apply:

sx
f 5 2sx

sy
f 5 0

sxy
f 5 0 (1)

The superscript f refers to the values at the
free surface, and sx refers to stress in the x
direction in a whole space. In the absence of
a free surface, rupture of the fault at depth
would cause a change in shear stress Dt at
our point on the fault. The standard Amon-
ton criterion for fracture is t $ 2 msn,
where t is the shear stress on the fault, sn is
the normal stress across the fault, and m is
the static coefficient of friction. Thus, if we
write a failure criterion C 5 t 1 msn,
then the fault will fail when C . 0. In a
whole space the rupture at depth would
bring our point closer to failure by an
amount DC 5 Dt. However, the free surface
causes the stress field due to the fault rupture

at depth to rotate to match the stress condi-
tions (Eq. 1) at our point. The change in
rupture criterion C f 2 C due to the presence
of the free surface (13) will depend on
whether t is negative (as in a normal fault)
or positive (as in a thrust fault). For a normal
fault (dropping the delta notation and let-
ting all stresses below correspond to stress
perturbations due to earthquake rupture):

C f 2 C 5 2tcos2(2u)

1 4mtsin3(u)cos(u) (2)

whereas for a thrust fault

C f 2 C 5 2tcos2(2u)

2 4mtsin3(u)cos(u) (3)

When C f 2 C . 0, the fault is brought
closer to failure near the free surface than it
would have been in the absence of the free
surface; the opposite holds for C f 2 C , 0
(Fig. 2).

One consequence of the free-surface
boundary condition on stress is that for
normal faults with dip angles between about
30° and 75°, slip farther down-dip on the
fault brings the fault near the free surface
closer to failure than it would have been in
a whole space. This effect is predominantly
due to the decrease in sn with a resultant
decrease in the yield frictional stress. In
some circumstances this effect can lead to
the rupture front jumping ahead (a second-
ary nucleation) near the free surface of a
normal fault (13).

The opposite is true for a thrust fault: It
is brought further from failure than it would
have been in a whole space, primarily due
to an increase in the normal stress with a

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the geometry and
coordinate system of the fault models, as de-
scribed (2). For a nonvertical (dipping) fault such
as presented here, the symmetry between the two
sides of the fault and the free surface is broken.

Table 1. Fault and material parameters. Vp, P-
wave velocity; Vs, S-wave velocity.

Fault width (down-dip) 28.28 km

Fault dip 30°, 45°, 60°
Shear prestress 2.8 MPa
Normal prestress 6.0 MPa
Static frictional coefficient 0.7
Sliding frictional coefficient 0.3
Density 3000 kg/m3

Shear modulus 30000 MPa
Poisson’s ratio 0.25
Vp 5.48 km/s
Vs 3.16 km/s

Table 2. Computational parameters.

Element width on fault 141.4 m
Time increment 1.5 3 1023 s
Maximum frequency ;2 Hz
Critical slip time 0.2 s
Total time 20 s
Number of elements ;96,000
Run time (UltraSparc 30) ;3 to 4 hours
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Fig. 2. The relative fault weakening (Cf 2 C)/t
ahead of the crack tip at the free surface, due to
fault slip at depth. m 5 0.7 [an average value for
the static friction coefficient from Byerlee’s Law
(24)]. A relative fault weakening of zero corre-
sponds to the case where there is no free surface,
so symmetry is not broken. With respect to the
no-free-surface case, weakening .0 represents
aiding the rupture, and weakening ,0 represents
hindering the rupture. However, any relative fault
weakening .21 corresponds to bringing the fault
closer to rupture in an absolute sense.
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consequent increase in the static frictional
stress holding the fault locked. However,
over most of the range in dip angle, the
fault is still brought toward failure; it is
merely not brought as close to failure as it
would have been without the free surface.

Ahead of the crack tip, as a result of the
shear-stress increase, the normal-stress
change is tensional for a normal fault and
compressional for a thrust fault. Behind the
crack tip, in the slipping region of the fault,
the stress changes are of opposite sign be-

cause of the drop from static to sliding fric-
tion on the fault. Therefore, the effect of
the free surface on sn also changes sign: In
the slipping region near the free surface, the
normal stress on a normal fault is increased,
whereas it is decreased for a thrust fault.
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Fig. 3 (top left). Snapshots of stresses calculated for a 45° dipping normal fault (A)
and thrust fault (B). Solid curves are the shear (frictional) stress on the fault, and
dashed curves are the yield stress on the fault. The horizontal dashed line marks what
the yield stress would be without the effect of the free surface. Zero on the horizontal
axis corresponds to the free surface, and 28.3 km corresponds to the deepest part of
the fault. The shear stress on the lower part of the faults exceeds the yield stress for
times late in the simulations. This effect is due to the requirement that the fault not slip
again after it has healed (stopped slipping). Fig. 4 (top right). Peak particle
displacements (A) and velocities (B) on the fault planes of 30°, 45°, and 60° dipping
faults. Zero on the horizontal axis corresponds to the free surface, and 28.3 corre-
sponds to the deepest part of the fault. Dark curves denote thrust faults, and light
curves denote normal faults. Solid curves denote hanging walls, and dashed curves
denote footwalls. In all cases the initial stress conditions are identical, except for the
sign of the shear stress. Fig. 5 (bottom right). Peak particle displacements (A)
and velocities (B) on the surface near 30°, 45°, and 60° dipping faults. Going from
negative to positive distance corresponds to going along the surface from the footwall,
over the fault trace, to the hanging wall. Dark curves denote thrust faults, and light
curves denote normal faults.
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After starting to slip, a normal fault will
have a stronger frictional force holding it
back and have decreased particle motion.
Conversely, a thrust fault will have lower
friction, a greater stress drop, and increased
particle motion.

This analytical development is valid only
for the near-surface (within 1 wavelength)
region where the free-surface stress condi-
tions apply. It does not explain quantitative-
ly the effect of the free surface on deeply
buried (.1 wavelength) parts of the fault,
especially after they have started to slip. It
also does not take into account the effect of
trapped waves in the hanging wall. However,
as shown below, the effect of the free surface
is manifested even at depth because of re-
flected waves from the free surface.

Our analytical model provides a way to
interpret the results of the numerical simu-
lation of dipping normal and thrust faults
(Fig. 3 and Tables 1 and 2). Both faults
nucleate at the same point near the deepest
part of the fault and rupture up-dip toward
the free surface. Initially the stresses are
identical because the rupture is far from the
free surface. At t 5 2.5 s, we see a propa-
gating crack (14): As the crack is ap-
proached from the left (traveling down-dip
on the fault), a gradual increase in shear
stress t is apparent and a small peak corre-
sponding to the S wave. A short distance
down-dip, t rises to the yield-stress level at
the tip of the crack. Behind the crack tip, in
the slipping region of the fault, t drops to
the sliding frictional-stress level. As the
crack approaches the free surface, the nor-
mal and yield stresses for the two faults
diverge. The normal and yield stresses on
the normal fault decrease ahead of the crack
tip, and increase behind it. At t 5 6.9 s, the
yield stress for the normal fault dips to the
level of the S-wave stress ahead of the crack
tip, causing nucleation of a secondary rup-
ture front that propagates bilaterally up-dip
toward the free surface and down-dip to
meet the primary rupture front. After the
rupture has covered the whole fault, t and
sn are higher near the free surface than at
depth, inhibiting slip near the free surface.

The thrust fault shows the opposite ef-
fect on sn. Ahead of the crack tip at t 5
7.0 s, sn and the yield stress are increased;
behind the crack tip sn and the sliding
frictional stress t are decreased. This effect
becomes much more pronounced as the
rupture front approaches the free surface; an
amplified stress drop occurs between 8.3
and 8.6 s. This large stress drop amplifies
the particle motion on the fault and the
resultant seismic radiation. Once the whole
fault has started to slip, t and sn decrease
near the free surface, enhancing slip. This
result is consistent with quasi-static simula-
tions of dip-slip faulting (15). The large

stress drop at the free surface may corre-
spond to a breakout phase (16).

The peak particle displacements and ve-
locities for faults with 30°, 45°, and 60° dips
as a function of position on the fault (Fig. 4)
show that the thrust faults have larger par-
ticle motions than normal faults, and the
hanging walls have larger particle motion
than the footwalls. The additional motion
of the hanging wall is due to the fault
geometry asymmetry: The hanging wall has
less mass in the vicinity of the free surface
than the footwall, so the same force will
accelerate the hanging wall to a greater
extent. Moreover, while the fault is slip-
ping, it is essentially opaque to shear ener-
gy, trapping radiated waves in the hanging
wall and further amplifying its motion. This
effect of increased hanging wall motion was
documented in lattice model simulations
(17), as well as the quasi-static analysis of
antiplane dipping faults (18). The contrast
between hanging wall and footwall motion
decreases as the dip increases toward 90°.
The finite element results agree with those
obtained from the finite difference method
(13) for a 45° dipping fault.

The effect of the free surface decreases
with depth, but the effect is different for the
peak velocities and peak displacements. For
the peak velocities at depth, the behavior of
the hanging walls and footwalls of all the
faults is the same. However, the displace-
ments show asymmetry to even the bottom
of the fault. The asymmetric displacement
is caused by the thrust-fault breakout phase
reflecting back down the fault, transmitting
the effect of the free surface to every point
on the fault. In the case of the 30° dipping
thrust fault, this breakout phase is also re-
sponsible for the larger peak velocity in the
hanging wall of the thrust fault at depth
(Fig. 4). The decreased particle motion near
the free surface for the 60° dipping normal
fault is an artifact (19) of the greatly in-
creased postrupture normal stress, which
causes premature healing at the free surface.

In all cases the thrust fault produces
higher ground motion than the normal fault
on the free suface above the fault (Fig. 5),
and there is a large discontinuity in particle
displacement and velocity as one crosses
from the footwall to the hanging wall. The
consistently higher ground motion for the
thrust faults is caused by the larger displace-
ment on the fault in the thrust case and the
resultant higher seismic moment (20) for
the same initial stress. However, correcting
for the different moments slightly reduces
but does not remove the difference between
thrust and normal fault motion near the
fault trace. Whereas the amplified motion
of the hanging wall decreases with increas-
ing dip angle, the amplified motion of the
thrust fault versus the normal fault increases

with dip angle. This effect is also suggested
in Fig. 2, where the difference in rupture
criterion between the two faults increases
between dips of 30° and 60° before return-
ing to zero at 90°.

The results of our simulations may ex-
plain some observations in the vicinity of
nonvertical dip-slip faults, such as increased
ground motion in the hanging wall (3–5)
and the observation that thrust faults pro-
duce greater ground motion than normal
faults (8). Furthermore, the increased mo-
tion in the hanging wall near the free sur-
face (relative to the motion at depth) will
cause greater strain in the hanging wall,
which could explain the often-observed
cloud of aftershocks in the hanging walls
above dip-slip faults (21).

There are some caveats to our simula-
tions. First, it is possible that normal faults
have zero or tensile normal stresses near the
free surface, at which point the normal
stress drops out of the friction law (22).
However, our simulations with stress drop
tapering to zero in the upper few hundred
meters produced the same results. Further-
more, due to the effects of pore pressure and
rock weakness, it is possible that faults are
too weak in the upper 1 or 2 km to hold
much fracture energy (23). Thus, the dy-
namic effects in real earthquakes with real
surface geology may not be as pronounced
as in this study, which is an end-member
with the stress drop extending all the way to
the free surface.
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Percolation of Core Melts at
Lower Mantle Conditions
M. C. Shannon and C. B. Agee

Experiments at high pressure and temperature to determine the dihedral angle of core
melts in lower mantle phases yielded a value of ;71° for perovskite-dominated matrices.
This angle, although greater than the 60° required for completely efficient percolation,
is considerably less than the angles observed in mineral matrices at upper mantle
pressure-temperature conditions in experiments. In other words, molten iron alloy can
flow much more easily in lower mantle mineralogies than in upper mantle mineralogies.
Accordingly, although segregation of core material by melt percolation is probably not
feasible in the upper mantle, core formation by percolation may be possible in the lower
mantle.

Core formation is by far the largest mass
transfer event in Earth history. For a homo-
geneous chondritic Earth this event in-
volves the separation of iron metal from
silicate material to form a metallic core
with an overlying silicate mantle. Two pos-
sible separation mechanisms have emerged
(1): melt segregation through a molten ma-
trix, a process commonly referred to as rain-
fall, and melt segregation through a solid
matrix, usually termed percolation. Rainfall
requires that some or all of the silicate
mantle was molten, allowing the molten
iron droplets to “fall” to the center as a
result of their greater density. Percolation
involves molten iron moving through solid
rock by flowing between grains along an
interconnected grain-edge pore network.
Several experimental studies showed that
percolation in the upper mantle would not
be possible (2–4). The fluid-solid interfacial
energy of molten iron and iron-sulfur alloys
in lower mantle aggregates is too high, rel-
ative to the grain boundary energies of a
rock matrix of olivine (and its higher pres-
sure polymorphs), pyroxene, and garnet, to
permit the melts to form an interconnected
network. Percolation is therefore ineffi-
cient, stranding some of the metallic alloy
in the silicate matrix. Because rock samples
from the upper mantle show no evidence of
stranded core material, true percolation is
ruled out. In the lower mantle, however,
the mineralogy changes to a matrix domi-
nated by (Mg, Fe)SiO3 perovskite and mag-
nesiowuestite (5). The physical properties
of perovskite and magnesiowuestite differ
from those of olivine and pyroxene because
of the coordination change of silicon from
tetrahedral (coordinated to four oxygen at-
oms) to octahedral (coordinated to six ox-
ygen atoms). It is unknown how iron alloy
interacts with these lower mantle phases,
although an enhanced percolation ability is

suspected (1, 6). Here we examined the
ability of iron alloy to form an intercon-
nected grain-edge network with perovskite
and magnesiowuestite.

Experiments were performed with a
multi-anvil device; the experimental setup
was similar to that described in (7) except
that a carbon capsule was used to separate
the starting material from the heater and no
thermocouple was present. Temperature was
estimated on the basis of power consumption
and a comparison of textures from similar
experiments run with a thermocouple (8).
We used two starting materials: Homestead
meteorite (an L5 ordinary chondrite) and a
mixture of enstatite and iron sulfide. Both
starting materials were ground to an average
grain size of 5 to 10 mm. The materials were
pressurized to ;25 GPa and heated to a
point just below the silicate solidus where
the silicates and oxides are solid and the iron
alloy is molten, about 2100°C. These condi-
tions were maintained for 3 hours to achieve
a close approximation to textural equilibri-
um. In the 25-GPa runs, the original phases
of Homestead recrystallized to form perov-
skite (Mg.76Fe.24)SiO3, magnesiowuestite
(Mg.35Fe.65)O, garnet, calcium perovskite,
and quenched iron-nickel-sulfur melt
(Fe81Ni7S12) (Fig. 1A). The original ensta-
tite recrystallized to form perovskite
(Mg.95Fe.05)SiO3 in contact with quenched
iron-sulfide melt (Fe89Ni1S10) (Fig. 1B).

To characterize percolation ability, we
determined the dihedral angle that the
quenched alloy (molten during run condi-
tions) forms with the solid silicate phases
from the polished sections. Because the di-
hedral angle is measured in the plane nor-
mal to the axis of the triple junction be-
tween two solid grains and a quenched melt
pocket, measured angles in a single section
will produce a distribution of apparent an-
gles (9). We approximate the true angle
with the median of the distribution of ap-
parent angles (10). A dihedral angle of 60°
or less indicates that efficient percolation is
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